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is locally defined  

To the contrary ,  there exists a plethora of nonlocal generators  (and related  nonlocal  
random processes).  Typical examples: 

Lèvy – stable  driver   

quasi-relativistic process,  for  m=0 Cauchy process 

The  

 - 



Quiery:   How technically can we  confine  the (exemplary, nonlocal )  Cauchy 
process in a finite box  (e.g.  interval [-1,1])   ?   What is  a   nonlocality  impact  on 
the  approach to equilibrium and  the asymptotic    pdf   shape    in  a finite trap  ?  

                        Methodology:    semigroup    versus    Feller dynamics  
 
(i) Semigroup input,   Levy processes with killing,   transition kernels ,    „spectral 

properties of stochastic processes”,  eigenfunction expansions,   spectral 
solutions for involved   motion  generators .   
 

(ii)   We explore an intrinsic connection with standard Feller processes:  those  are         
without   killing   and  do  respect  so-called natural boundaries  (effectively 
inaccessible from the trap interior) .  

Hint:  Depart from  the   standard problem of the Brownian motion in a box   and    
try to answer what is actually meant by the Brownian motion     in a trap.   Next,  
address the problem:  is there   anything  similiar in case  of the  Cauchy  process ?    



(notes borrowed from   the talk by M. 
Kwasnicki, IMath Wrocław Univ. Techn. ) 



Free noise;   keep the heat kernel   notion in mind  (Brownian association) 

The validity of   the  Fourier multiplier   picture is presumed 



           Restriction to a finite domain D:  transition densities no longer integrate to 1 . 



 That is  about:    H = T +V,                                 ,    Cauchy   generator  equals    -T 

Spectral solution of the semigroup operator is instrumental   for    both an 
identification of an equilibrium pdf   (square  of the normalized  lowest 
eigenfunction) and  of the  dynamics details  of the related Feller process.  
 
   Eigenfunctions and eigenvalues  of   exp(-tH)   fully  determine the    
equilibrating random motion and  in particular  its near equilibrium 
behavior . 

Stochastic processes  with exterior Dirichlet boundary condition,  may be  
interpreted in terms of  the  semigroup  dynamics with  a singular (infinite well –
type)  potential as  an additive  perturbation.   
  We can  always    regularize that problem by passing  to a    family of monotonically   
deepening  finite well problems  and   ask for a deviation  of  a  very deep  well  
spectral solution   from spectral data of   the    infinite well .                                      
  Math.  issue:  self-adjointness  of the generator  in the well.  



Why possibly spectral solutions may be useful ?   Answer:  good approximate formulas, 
control of the asymptotic behavior, known spectral gaps, if in existence.   
 

  Eigenfunction expansions for the  free Brownian motion – heat kernel issue   



The  Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process:    semigroup vs Feller motion scenario  



(-1,1):   semigroup  picture  





Erratum:  (1/2) factor  is   missing  Ground state of H does matter ! 



(Feller picture) 

Ground state of   H  matters !  



Finite  well  spectral problem vs  infinite  well,  ground state and  the  inferred  pdf  



Visual options: F -P  pdf dynamics  



Set  α =1,  compare this with the Brownian result   (
𝑛π

2
)2 . The Cauchy generator                 is 

is   not  quite a square root of the negative Laplacian.   What about  eigenfunctions ? How 
does                          act on its D =[-1,1]   restricted domain ? 

Lévy  stable case  



Finite Cauchy well:   semigroup  vs  Feller dynamics   (Robin boundary conditions ?)  



Cauchy driver in the well:    pdf dynamics  towards a  stationary  one  

Cauchy driver:  finite well vs infinite well  



How  distant/close  are we  from/ to the infinite well spectrum and eigenfunctions    
(e.g. ground state) ,  while  going  from the   finite well  depth   5 up to 500, or 5000  ? 



Technical info:  an  approximate formula for  all  infinite Cauchy well 
eigenfunctions , according to Kwasnicki (J. Funct. Anal. 2012), Ref. (16) 
mentioned  in previous   figures)  



Shape  issue ! 



Analytic guess –  insightful   ground state approximation 

Note:  Shape approximation accuracy    is   not   strictly   correlated with that for the 
corresponding   (approximate)  eigenvalue.  Here ,  we have    deduced   E~1.5550   
while something like  E~1.5777 is expected , by independent  reliable  reasonings . 



Curve 5 refers to Kwasnicki approximation, curve  1  to  ours 

Note that  the curve  
5 is out of the frame ! 



Problem:   the trial   function appears to be in the domain of H,   but are  we 
really  close to the  true  eigenfunction  ? 

Here  is the restriction of  and D=(-1,1) 

Regional fractional Laplacian  



Numerically assisted check  of deviations from the true eigenvalue formula 



Effectively,   we pass to:  

Note:  polynomials w of degree 2n are  not  truncated    „square root of the cosine” series  ! 



Properties of approximating   polynomials     

Note a clearly visible deviation  from the „square root of the cosine” 



Consecutive polynomial approximations of the ground state  (we have analogous 
data for lowest excited states) 



Technical note: the eigenvalue in the polynomial approximation of order 100 stopnia  reads 
1.1578371196122386,  for order 150  we get   1.1578021297616428 (difference of the two 
equals  0.000035),  for order 200  we  get  1.1577898083169296 (the difference between 
cases  200and  150  equals  0,0000123). 

Kwasnicki (2012),  by means of an independent method :   1.1577738836   

Various  approximation outcomes:   1. Polynomial approximation  of order 200 
(instead of  the square root of the cosine),  2.   Kwasnicki curve,  3.  Curve with a 
square root of the cosine,  4.  Finite well of depth 500. 



Cauchy operator in the interval:  Technical subtleties  (e.g.  hypersingular integrals)  

The eigenvalue problem reads 







Metaphysical question:  Our departure point  have   been the  jump-type processes, 
hence it is justified to ask   what is actually jumping  here .   There is no „obvious” 
particle interpretation so much prefreered  by physicists.       

in 







 arXiv:1503.07458, Nonlocally induced (fractional) bound states: Shape analysis in 

the infnite Cauchy well (with M. Z.) 

 

arxiv:1505.01277, Infinite Cauchy well as the hypersingular Fredholm problem  


